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1 Overview
This report presents a review about simulation models of building integrated solar envelopes. The models can be
used to predict the performance of a building integrated solar envelope for a specific case. Such cases include a
building, a technical building plant and a location and climate. The performance of a building integrated solar
envelope depends on the case. Therefore, it is very important for building projects that the performance of a building
integrated solar envelope can be predicted easily and accurately.
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2 Review of simulation models
2.1 Abstract
Building integrated solar envelopes (BISE) integrate multiple systems in the façade to offer lower energy use,
increased indoor comfort and/or enhanced architectural value compared to externally mounted components with
similar functions. To support the development and practical application of such envelope systems, there is a need
for effective performance prediction and analysis methods. Building performance simulation (BPS) can play a useful
role in meeting this demand. However, in practice, there is little guidance for simulation users to find a good match
between the features of BISE technologies and the different modelling capabilities of various BPS tools. Here, it is
advocated that users should follow approaches such as the fit for purpose framework to ensure their models are
useful. With that framework in mind, this article first provides a review of the sub models that can be used for BISE
models depending on the characteristics of the technology under consideration. Then, an informed walkthrough of
BISE case studies, carried out by expert simulation users is presented, emphasizing how the modelling approaches
fit the purpose of the task and why certain sub-models and assumptions were chosen in the given examples. With
this, the article offers a basis for researchers and practitioners to choose a model for new BISE technologies that
offers the best combination of accuracy, cost, and user-friendliness.

2.2 Keywords
Building integrated solar envelopes (BISE); review; building performance simulation (BPS); fit for purpose; solar
architecture; building energy performance simulation (BEPS);

2.3 Nomenclature
α
α(λ)
BEPS
BIPV
BISS
BIST
BPS
Bt
Cp
εi
g

Gr

Solar absorptance (-)
Spectral absorptance (-)
Building energy performance simulation
Building integrated photovoltaics
Building-integrated solar systems
Building integrated solar thermal
Building performance simulation
Biot number
Specific heat capacity (J/(kg*K))
Emittance of the interior surface of the facade (-)
g value, also known as “solar factor”, “solar heat
gain coefficient (SHGC)” or “total solar energy
transmittance” (-)
Grashof number (-)

hc
λ
μ
Nu
Pr
ρ
ρ(λ).
Re
BISE
τ
τ(λ)

Convection coefficient (W/(m2*K))
Thermal conductivity (W/(m*K))
Dynamic viscosity (Pa*s)
Nusselt number
Prandtl number= Cp*µ/λ
Solar reflectance (-)
Spectral reflectance (-)
Reynolds number
Building integrated solar envelope
Solar transmittance (-)
Spectral transmittance (-)

U

Thermal transmittance (W/(m2*K))

2.4 Introduction
Building performance simulation (BPS), is a computational method that can be used to predict the performance of
buildings. It allows new ideas for sustainable building design to be explored and tested by simulating external and
internal conditions in a building with the goal of replicating real operating conditions and predicting the performance
of the building according to chosen targets. During the last decade, the capabilities of BPS tools have substantially
improved as they have benefited from continuous development in active communities, gradually incorporating new
modelling possibilities, options, and added features [1–4]. As a result, BPS has increasingly positioned itself as a
foundation in advanced building consulting for design and operation [5] and a mean of addressing climate change
related issues [6]. Furthermore, it has shown value for supporting renewable energy integration [7,8] and providing
help to make informed decisions for complex buildings with advanced technological systems [9–11]. In the push
for creating a more sustainable and energy efficient built-environment, BPS tools can play a major role improving
the design, construction, and operation, and of new and existing buildings [12]. However, this requires simulation
user to have access to not only increasingly flexible models which can adapt to new scenarios, but also to guidance
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allowing them to pick the right models to successfully predict the performance and added-value of such integrated
technologies.
Building integrated solar envelopes or BISE, are a particularly interesting example of advanced facade systems.
According to the authors in [13], BISE are building envelopes that use solar irradiance to provide one function to
the building in addition to fulfilling at least one other role in the building envelope. In other words, an BISE is an
integrated system that provides the possibility to convert or harvest energy from the sun by means of absorption or
transmission in addition to fulfilling at least one traditional facade requirement such as mechanical stability, fire
safety, provision of a healthy environment and noise protection [14]. Typically, the strategy is to integrate a
technology that will positively impact the buildings' energy demand and/or improve user comfort [13,15–18].
Examples of BISEs could be innovative daylighting and solar control systems, building-integrated solar thermal
(BIST) collectors, building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV), or technical building services (i.e. ventilation systems or
heat pumps) integrated into the building envelope. More BISE examples are provided in [19,20].
Integrating systems for renewable energy harvesting in facades, is also interesting as it not only may sometimes
increase the building's architectural value [21], but from an economic standpoint, has already proven to provide
savings on investment costs compared to the equivalent non-integrated systems [13].
Although some BISE systems have successfully managed to penetrate the market, others still face barriers
preventing them to reach their full commercial potential [22,23]. This is for the most part due to the lack of knowledge
surrounding their possible advantages, and is typically cost related [24]. In practice, if the benefits of a technology
cannot easily be quantified, the BISE system may fail to penetrate the market even if its returns largely outweigh its
costs.
The challenge lies in that BISEs, to a much more complex degree than for conventional building facades, embody
multiple interdependent physical domains with transient energy flows which BPS tools are not originally engineered
to support. Hence, the issue is that they typically need one or multiple interconnected sub-models that must
sufficiently describe their thermal, optical, airflow, and electrical parameters [3] and must be able to compute these
models simultaneously in a way that allows them to exchange information during the simulation process. This
specificity introduces a lot of difficulties for simulation tools which come short of providing the flexibility to simulate
changing properties such as variable the thermal transmittance of the envelope [25]. Other issues may relate to the
capacity to implement dynamic control strategies in response to the influence of shading from neighbouring
buildings [26], self-shading of the system [27], demand-side characteristics (heating/cooling/electricity), and building
plant components among others. The difficulty of choosing the right modelling approach, which will accurately
capture the desired properties of the technologies for the given context, is compounded by the fact that there can
be a plethora of models available for the same technology. As reported in [28,29] in the case of semi-transparent
BIST systems, the methods may vary from using detailed physical models [30] to using much simpler ones [31].
Ease-of-use, computational requirements, input need, output options, physical domains considered, necessary
domain knowledge, etc. are elements that will require different levels of detail in the choice of the final modelling
approach.
Overall, finding the appropriate modelling approach, deciding on a simulation environment, and making the best
possible use of the available resources, can be a challenging task. The "fit for purpose" framework [32,33] is a
modelling approach which encourages considering what the problem needs instead of starting from what a specific
simulation tool can offer. Thereby it promotes intelligent use of models, and informed decision-making processes
that take into account the fitness of the model to abstract a real system. Ultimately, the aim of this procedure is to
help select cost-effective strategies by reducing the risk of picking the "wrong" model, i.e. a modelling approach
that is too simple/too complicated and could lead to inaccurate results, high uncertainty or overly costly simulations.
In order to apply the fit for purpose framework to BISE and help users make well-considered decisions about
appropriate complexity levels of their simulations, it is essential to have an in-depth understanding of the basis and
assumptions of the various available sub-models implemented. Unfortunately, in the context of BISEs and to the
knowledge of the authors, there is little guidance available to simulation users that could help them choose adequate
modelling approaches. Additionally, because of the multidisciplinary aspects of BISE, simulation users may have
very different backgrounds (for instance architecture, structural engineering, building physics, electrical engineering,
automation) which complicates the task of providing such multidisciplinary guidance.
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The purpose of this article is to attempt to start bridging this gap by providing information about the most common
explicit physical models used for BISE performance prediction as well as highlight their main assumptions and
applications. In order to do that, this article first provides a review of the sub-models which can be used for BISE
models depending on the characteristics of the technology modelled. Then, an informed walkthrough of BISE case
studies carried out by expert simulation users is proposed, emphasizing how the modelling approaches followed fit
the purpose of the task and why certain sub-models and assumptions were chosen in the given examples. With
this, the article offers a basis for modelers of new BISE technologies to choose a model that offers the best
combination of accuracy, cost-efficiency and user-friendliness.
The scope of this review is limited to BPS tools aimed at predicting BISE performance in terms of energy and
environment, and therefore does not encompass other BPS models that could be used e.g. for structural
engineering, fire safety, or acoustic evaluations. Furthermore, the intended target audience, referred to as
simulation users in this article, consists of researchers, industry professionals, and graduate students.

2.5 Framework for choosing BISE modelling approaches
This article uses the fit for purpose framework as a backbone, as illustrated in Figure 2, and accordingly relies on
two complementary sections to provide simulation users with both background information (section 2.6) and
practical examples (section 2.7) to help them decide on a BISE modelling approach to follow. This choice should
follow a careful analysis of the available information, awareness of important limitations of the methods, and an
open mind to alternative approaches which best serve the purpose of the simulation. Due to scope limitations, this
review is not able to cover the entire fit for purpose framework applied to BISE modelling as it does not cover the
specific capabilities of the different BPS tools available, and instead the focuses on energy-related topics in
buildings. Section 2.6 aims at providing simulation users with an overview of the most common BISE modelling
approaches based on explicit physical parameters, and which are used in BPS to characterize thermal, optical and
electrical aspects of BISE systems. The details of section 2.6 are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of the model classification used in section 2.6.
The different types of models or sub-models are listed by physical domains, from the most detailed to the most
simplified approach. Detailed models make the least assumptions and require the most input from the simulation
user; while simplified models do not describe explicitly all the physical parameters which means they rely on a larger
number of assumptions. Despite the latter possibly having limited scopes, they are useful when there is either no
need for a detailed description of the physical phenomena, or when information about the necessary model
parameters is too uncertain or void. Since BISEs have particular characteristics that separate them from traditional
facades, section 2.7 of this review focuses on providing detailed examples of how different issues were solved in
previous studies carried out by some of the authors, whom have many years’ experience with building simulation.
For each case study, the justifications for the assumptions made and possible simplifications are provided, along
with insight on challenges and difficulties that may have been experienced. The goal of section 2.7 is to share
know-how and help the simulation user understand how the previously described models can be combined to
provide successful simulations by following the recommended thought-process shown in this article.
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Figure 2. The fit for purpose approach as a framework for predicting the performance of building integrated solar
envelopes using BPS.

2.6 Modelling approaches for building integrated solar envelopes
2.6.1 Models for solar radiation
Selecting a model for solar radiation is the essential starting point in the context of BISEs, as the method chosen
may greatly influence the outcomes of the simulation. Additionally, depending on the technology modelled, different
types of solar radiation data (hemispherical, direct or diffuse radiation, albedo radiation etc.) and different spatial
resolutions as well as time-steps (monthly, daily, hourly sub-hourly) may be required. Descriptions of the different
types of solar radiation data, their required resolutions and the resulting uncertainty of the models for several
renewable energy systems are described by [34]. Additionally, a detailed overview of different methods to calculate
irradiance on inclined surfaces is provided by [35] together with an experimental evaluation. The following section
provides simulation users with information about the different types of sub-models for solar radiation and their
applications, along with references to the bodies of literature for more detailed information on specific topics.

2.6.1.1

Sky models

In BPS, the sky is generally modelled by discretizing it into smaller patches of solid angles. Tregenza et al [36]
described a discretization of the sky into patches, so that the irradiance on the building integrated solar envelope
from each patch can be calculated e.g. according to [37] as presented by [38]. This approach is however one of
many, and it possible to use higher levels of discretization than Tregenza sky models as well as to use different
approaches to discretize the surroundings [39,40]. An overview of methods to calculate the irradiance from each
patch is available in [35]. For components with angle-selective properties, it can be important to treat the irradiance
from different directions separately. Furthermore, if the performance of a building integrated solar envelope element
depends strongly on other characteristics of the solar irradiance, such as spectral properties or polarization, then
models for the solar irradiance should provide this information to the optical simulation of the element. A description
of the Reference Solar Spectral Irradiances can be found in the standards ASTM G173-03 and ISO 9845-1.
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2.6.1.2

Short wave radiation

The visible part of the solar spectrum can be described using short wave radiation models, which also include
ultraviolet and near-infrared radiation, while the thermal infrared radiation are treated in models for long wave heat
exchange and subsequently described in 2.6.2. Short wave radiation models have many applications in BPS and
can be used to calculate the solar radiation which is absorbed by the materials of the building, to calculate the
demand of artificial lighting or to determine visual comfort levels e.g. regarding the risk of glare. In the context of
BISE, short wave radiation models may be particularly useful if the set of optical properties of the system varies
over time. This is for example the case if the component includes a movable shading system or is sensitive to
shadows being cast on it, in which case the performance must be assessed including all possible scenarios. For
transparent components such as windows, shortwave radiation must be taken into account since solar radiation is
absorbed and then transmitted into space as longwave radiative and convective heat transfer. The optical properties
that are used as input in in short wave radiation simulations are typically: the solar absorptance α, the solar
transmittance τ and the solar reflectance ρ.
2.6.1.2.1
Detailed models: ray tracing
A ray tracing simulation considers a light source which emits beams or rays in certain directions. The idea is to
follow the path of each ray and calculate the transmitted and the reflected components at each surface the ray
encounters. Ray tracing can be performed from light sources like the sun towards the building materials (“forward”)
or from a certain position, for example a desk, searching possible light sources (“backward”).
Raytracing is widely used for modelling radiation through structured surfaces which may have applications such as
simulation of light trapping properties in textured optical sheets for photovoltaic energy conversion [41,42].
Radiance [39] is an example of an open source backward ray tracing software, which is often used for daylight
simulations. Raytracing is useful for daylighting purposes as it allows calculating illumination on different surfaces
in the building, absorbed solar energy, and simulating visual comfort levels including risk of glare [40]. It can be
used for glass panes with thin coatings or other spectrally selective layers which are difficult to simulate accurately
without taking into account detailed optical properties. Such is the case when the transmittance and reflectance
properties of component are anisotropic, meaning they depend on the direction of the irradiance, its wavelength
and its polarization. Modelling and simulating complex fenestration components may require multiple separate
raytracing simulations in order to be accurate enough to represent the actual behaviour of the system. On the other
hand, when the model is of non-scattering and homogenous material, the solar transmission can be calculated
analytically without using ray-tracing techniques and if the optical properties do not change significantly depending
on the angles, some samples can be treated as if they had spatially averaged “effective” solar properties and may
not require raytracing techniques either [43].
2.6.1.2.2
Detailed intermediate models: bidirectional scattering distribution function
Bidirectional scattering distribution functions (BSDF) are used to calculate solar heat gains in fenestration
assemblies with layers made of non-specular materials - meaning they scatter radiation in many directions- such
as windows with shading systems. The methodology defined by [44,45] is often used to discretize the possible
directions of scattering, based on the properties of each layer. However, other discretization may be necessary
depending on the properties of the system.
2.6.1.2.3
Detailed intermediate models: the four-flux model
The four-flux method assumes that the total flux traversing a component is decomposable into two collimated or
direct fluxes traveling perpendicular to the component layer in the forward and backward directions, and two diffuse
fluxes traveling in the forward and backwards direction. The collimated fluxes decay due to absorption and
scattering in the layers. Additionally, the forward travelling diffuse flux loses intensity due to absorption and
scattering in the layers, and grows due to scattering of the backward traveling diffuse flux, forward scattering of the
forward traveling collimated flux, and backscattering of the backward traveling collimated flux. The same process
happens with the backwards traveling diffuse flux. If a BISE can be considered to consist of several optical layers
that transmit and reflect parallel direct radiation and isotropic diffuse radiation, then the “four-flux model” described
in [46,47] can be used. As illustrated in Figure 3, it uses one channel for the direct radiation and one for the diffuse
radiation, allowing scattering from the direct channel into the diffuse one. It makes spectrally resolved simulations
easier, but can also be used with integral optical values, angle-dependent values and even polarization-dependent
values.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a four-flux model with four active layers. The dotted arrows mark a direct-diffuse
transmission and reflexion of layer L4. [63].
2.6.1.2.4
Simple intermediate models
Simplified models for ray tracing and the four-flux method can both be used to calculate the effective absorptance
depending on the direction of the irradiance for each layer of the BISE as well as the effective transmittance of the
entire BISE depending on the direction of the irradiance. Effective means in this case that the effect of multiple
reflections is included. The solar energy absorbed in each layer can then be calculated in each time step of the
simulation by the sum of the products of the irradiance from a certain direction and the effective absorptance for
this direction, which is much faster than solving the four-flux model in each time step. Empiric models such as the
one proposed in [48] can be used to fit problems with angle-dependent of optical properties. Alternatively, an
analytical solution to the four-flux method is presented in [49] based on a transfer matrix and allows to solve
problems with limited numbers of layers.
2.6.1.2.5
Simple models
The simplest way to model the optical properties of an BISE is to use a single value representing the fraction of
solar energy which is absorbed in the building. A slightly more detailed approach is to separate between the average
transmittance of the BISE, and the average absorptance of the building interior or differentiate between the different
orientations of the BISE component. In this case the average absorption can then be calculated more accurately if
using specific absorptance values for the materials of the walls, floor, and ceiling. Further, instead of distributing
the transmitted irradiance evenly on all surfaces of the interior, it is possible to use time series representing the
distribution, although this method may prove difficult without ray-tracing simulations. When dealing with multiple
parallel non-spectrally selective layers, the easiest calculation method is to use a single incidence angle with single
integral values for the transmittance and reflectance of each layer. This can be handled analytically using the
equations of EN 410 [50]. As the angle of incidence of solar rays on a building changes considerably throughout a
day, different angles of incidence can be considered for more accuracy. If the optical layers do not have an incidence
angle symmetry as it is for example typical for venetian blinds, then optical simulations can be performed for different
solar altitude angle and azimuth angles relative to the orientation of the envelope element. For BISE technologies
with performance profiles that are highly sensitive to solar incidence angle, such as BIST or BIPVT systems, one
can use the incident angle modifier method. This model implements several equations which can be used to
approximate the angle-dependency of the performance [51–53].

2.6.2 Thermal models
The description of the thermal behaviour of a building integrated solar envelope is achieved using mathematical
equations that translate the thermodynamic behaviour of the building. In an BISE, thermal models describe heat
transfer inside a material or component and with the surroundings by means of conduction, convection, and
radiation. Such a model is typically implemented when the considered component is associated to a function (or
possesses properties) requiring a detailed description of temperature fields or heat flow. Transient models are
dynamic models which account for energy storage effect under transient boundary conditions. Heat transfer is
calculated one time-step after another with intervals which depend on the goal of the model. In order to be able to
use advanced thermal models, the material properties need to be specified in thermal models: thermal conductivity
λ (W/mK), density ρ (kg/m3), sensible and latent heat capacity or thermal capacity Cp (J/K), the infrared emissivity
ε, as well as properties of fluids such as the thermal expansion coefficient and the dynamic viscosity μ, which
together with other properties allow to determine the dimensionless numbers used in fluid dynamics in the context
of heat transfer within fluids.
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2.6.2.1

Long-wave radiative heat transfer

In any material with a temperature above absolute zero (0 Kelvin), moving charged particles of the atomic structure
are responsible for the emission of electromagnetic radiation through the material's surface. In the context of
building envelopes, it is useful to describe heat transfer between two or more surfaces. The two main physical
parameters used to compute long-wave radiation of a given material surface are: the infrared absorptance and
emittance. The thermal energy emitted by a surface is highly sensitive to its temperature, and also varies according
to the amount of radiation absorbed and reflected by the surface. It may also depend on the wavelength (spectral
dependency), and in models with increased complexity, on the angle of incidence of the radiation (angular
dependency) and on the phase of the electromagnetic radiation.
The long wave heat exchange received by an external surface is the difference in between the emitted and received
flux. The surroundings of the surface are characterized by and equivalent temperature which is a function of the
sky temperature [54], ground temperature and surrounding temperature as well as the view factors to each of those.
Additionally, it is possible to make assumptions which can often simplify the problem. For example, each surface
can be considered opaque, diffuse, isothermal and have uniform emission, or be considered grey with wavelength
independent properties. The view factors for the ground and the sky, if they are unknown, can be set to default
values and finally, the ground temperature can be assumed to be identical to the air temperature or modelled using
the sol air-concept [55].
The calculation of longwave radiation between internal surfaces is a combination of emission and multiple
reflections between said surfaces, until it is eventually re-absorbed and redistributed [56]. The solution is then a
recursive process starting by calculating the emitted flux by each surface and the reflected flux between the surfaces
until it is insignificant. Clarke [56] highlights that for most conventional building materials with emissivity, the
solutions should be determined after three recursive steps. However, the process will be noticeably longer for
materials with low emissivity.
The calculations in the recursive process require the temperatures of the surfaces, their emissivity, the extent to
which they are visible to each other (view factor) and the nature of the surface reflections (diffuse, specular or
mixed). The geometric view factor is a calculation to determine the fraction of the radiative flux that leaves a surface
and reaches another. Various methods to calculate view factors are also described by Clarke in [56].

2.6.2.2

Transient conduction in components

The heat conduction equation model was established by the Joseph Fourier Law in 1822. In its original form, it
establishes that time rate of conductive heat transfer through a material is proportional to the negative gradient in
temperature and area at right angles to the gradient. This equation is often used with the modification of reducing
the heat transfer to a one-dimensional, conduction-only problem in BPS tools, and does not account for any
moisture or humidity parameters in the construction. It is the accepted approach in the field of building simulation
even though in reality, the heat transfer process within a material which is not a homogenous, crystalline solid can
be much more complex. The direct use of the effective thermal conductivity (i.e. that takes into consideration all
types of heat transfer within the matter and fluid movement) of a material in the Fourier equation, avoids having to
take into account the numerous modes of heat transfer within the material such as solid conduction, gaseous
conduction, convection within porous materials, and internal radiation (between fibrous insulation strands, and
between bounding surfaces separated by porous insulation). Numerical methods are implemented to cope with
general equations that in most of the cases don't have an analytical solution and require a numerical solution.
Furthermore, they allow for more accurate modelling, more flexibility and can handle problems that are more
complex.
2.6.2.2.1
Finite differences, finite elements or finite volumes
Methods based on numerical discretization and simultaneous solution techniques offer increased resolution
compared to other methods [57]. A finite-volume (or finite-difference) discretization approach to the conservation of
energy is employed to represent the opaque and transparent fabric of a building component. This approach does
not require the assumption of linearity to calculate heat transmission—thus allowing material properties to vary with
temperature and time. As well, it provides flexibility in the choice of simulation time steps (i.e. sub-hourly). The finite
volume method (FVM) refers to the small volume surrounding each node point on a mesh. In the finite volume
method, volume integrals in a partial differential equation that contain a divergence term are converted to surface
integrals, using the divergence theorem. These terms are then evaluated as fluxes at the surfaces of each finite
volume. Because the flux entering a given volume is identical to that leaving the adjacent volume, these methods
are conservative from an energy point of view. Another advantage of the finite volume method is that it is easily
formulated to allow for unstructured meshes. Depending on the level of discretization, each layer in the component
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can be represented by one node or be divided into sub-layers each modelled as a node. The heat balance is
calculated at each node and expresses the thermal interaction between a node and its neighbours. The resulting
equation set links all inter-node heat flows over time and space. A simultaneous solution is performed on the
equation set to predict—for a given point in time—the thermal state of each node and the heat flows between nodes.
It is then possible to determine at each time and space step the characteristics or state of the material.
There is specialized software available for calculations with a large number of volumes, although simple nodal
networks can be solved analytically. For intermediate nodal networks, which have numerical solutions, solver
algorithms such as [58] can be used so solve the equation system in order to find the value of the parameters like
the temperatures at each node. If the performance of a two-dimensional calculation is accurate enough, elements
of a cross-section are used but otherwise a three-dimensional mesh using finite-volumes need to be calculated.
The option to simplify the analysis from three to two dimensions and the method of specialized solver algorithms
apply also to the other models in this paper.
2.6.2.2.2
Transfer function method
The transfer function method is an analytical approach to the solution of ordinary partial differential equations using
Zeta transforms. This method is applicable to functions that are linear, periodic with time-invariant parameters [56].
The method used to solve the equations is to transpose a problem which cannot be solved in its original definition
space, to a new imaginary space where it can be solved. It is then re-transposed into the initial space, and the
solutions are recalculated accordingly. Transfer function methods are built as time series based on coefficients and
only use present and past temperatures and flows at the boundaries (surface) of the element to compute the heat
transfer. Thereby, they do not compute detailed temperature distributions within the layers of the element. The main
assumption that is made is linearity of the function which means that that the properties in each layer of the wall are
invariant in time and space within the layer. In theory the number of terms in the time-series is infinite, but in practice
it is usually truncated at the 100th term. The coefficients in the transfer functions are computed only once at the
beginning of the calculation as a preprocessing step. Transfer functions can be used with a different time base in
the time- series than the time step of the simulation.
2.6.2.2.3
Lumped parameter method
The lumped parameter approach models the whole component as an equivalent electrical circuit in transient regime
and discretizes the system into a number of “lumps”, within which the temperature is homogenous.
Using an electrical circuit analogy, every lump in a component is represented by an equivalent thermal resistance
and a capacitance, which allows modelling heat storage due to the thermal mass of the material around one node.
In this analogy the temperature difference between two nodes is equivalent to the voltage in an electrical circuit,
and the heat flux is calculated as the current in the equivalent electrical system. The equations of the equivalent
circuit and corresponding solutions are expressed according to the boundary conditions of the physical system
(Cauchy conditions two boundary conditions in space and one in time). This method requires calculating one integral
and first order derivatives and uses the superposition principle.
This method also presupposes the assumption of linearity e.g. the properties do not change in time or space and
there is no spatial variation of the temperature in the lump itself, and only variation in time; which is a noticeable
mathematical simplification of the heat transfer calculation. Newton’s law of cooling also presupposes that heat
conduction through the modelled component is much faster than the heat transfer at its boundaries.

2.6.2.3

Convective heat transfer

Convection is the transport of thermal energy in a fluid (or gas) by the combined effect of heat diffusion and mass
(fluid) transfer. It is taken into account on the surfaces of building envelopes but also inside gas-filled cavities (i.e.
window cavities, spaces in double skin facades etc.) Convective heat transfer varies according to the type of flow,
if it is buoyancy-driven (temperature), wind driven or both.
The most complete set of equations translating the conservation of mass, momentum and energy in a volume is
the Navier-Stokes equations. They are primarily used in problems involving turbulent airflows and require advanced
numerical methods such as the ones used in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software to be solved. They call
for high computational power to solve the equation at each time step. Because of this, models based on the NavierStokes equations are typically not used in simulation that include transient state and last over a long period of time.
However, it is possible to couple simulation environments with CFD software and reuse the information obtained
for longer simulation runs.
There are three approaches that can be used to model turbulence within CFD simulation: direct numerical simulation
(DNS), Large Eddy Simulation, and Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS).
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In most BPS tools, and unless using CFD simulations, air velocities for local convection effects are calculated using
approximations to reduce the computational power demand and simulation time. Most methods model heat transfer
via convection using a convection coefficient hc in [W/m²K] which can be determined based on several approaches.
Additionally, this coefficient can be corrected using measured values of the flow on a prototype system or by
extrapolating values from a similar set up.
As an average for the whole year, [59] defines an external heat transfer coefficient of 25 W/(m 2K) and an internal
heat transfer coefficient based on the emittance of the interior surface of the facade ε i. For glass with an emittance
of 0.837, an internal heat transfer coefficient of 7.7 W/(m2K) results. Average values are defined by ISO 9050 and
separate values for summer and winter are defined in ISO 15099 [60]. The difference between the values is due to
the wind usually being stronger in the winter.
CFD simulations are complex and can hardly be performed at each time step of a whole-year simulation. Therefore
empiric approaches were developed for the convective heat transfer coefficient between the exterior surface and
the ambient air temperature, which include the wind speed [61–65].
2.6.2.3.1
Convective models based on empirical values from tables
The most common method is to determine an convective heat transfer coefficient h c, calculated using the empirical
and dimensionless values of the Reynolds number (Re), the Prandtl number (Pr), the Nusselt number (Nu) and the
Grashof number (Gr). These values are dependent on the nature of the flow (natural, forced or mixed), the type of
flow (laminar, transitional or turbulent) and the direction of the flow (vertical upwards, vertical downwards, horizontal
etc.) and the geometry of the problem (i.e. the length of the surface of heat exchange between solid and fluid).
Equations to calculate convective heat transfer coefficients in different conditions are provided for example by [66–
68].
Similarly, convection to exterior surfaces is computed using a convection coefficient. The convection coefficients
are derived from empirical correlations and linear convection correlations. Convection to the outdoors is complex
as it involves buoyancy driven flows around buildings.
When a fluid circuit is used to collect or distribute heat for example from a storage tank to a thermally activated
building system, then a hydraulic simulation can be helpful in order to reach an homogeneous flow distribution and
to reach a low overall pressure loss. It is based on the pressure drops of pipes and plumbing fittings, which depend
typically on the velocity and the density of the fluid and empiric parameters for the different fittings. A numerical
simulation is needed to determine the mass flow in each part of a complex fluid circuit and the resulting total
pressure drop depending on the total mass flow. Based on this, a pump can be chosen that is able to provide the
pressure needed to reach the desired operation points [69].
Special cases are BISE which use air for convective heat transfer. In this case, a reasonable amount of leakage
can be tolerated, but needs to be accounted for the thermal model [70].

2.6.3 Electrical models
To simulate the electrical output of building skins including photovoltaics, several simulation steps are needed. The
basis of each electrical calculation is a numerical model of the electrical properties of the PV devices. These
electrical models have to result in the electrical output of the involved PV cells, modules, strings and the complete
system under different operating conditions, especially under the time-dependent irradiance and temperature
conditions. As PV devices are typically characterized in manufacturer’s data sheets by measurements under
standard test conditions (STC: temperature 25°C, irradiance 1000 W/m2, spectrum according to [71], normal
incidence), models are needed that can generalize the electric behaviour to non-STC operating conditions. In the
following, a brief overview over widely used models is given.
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2.6.3.1

(Combined) Empirical models

A very basic power model has been introduced by Heydenreich et al. [72]. It contains only three empirical
parameters and allows for the calculation of the power output at maximum power point for arbitrary combinations
of irradiance and temperature. The three parameters can be extracted from the data sheet, if the output is given for
at least three different irradiance levels. This is, however, not always the case and thus the parameter fitting is a
crucial step for this model. If the parameters can be determined properly, the model enables especially a good
description of the low light behaviour, which is of major importance for BIPV. However, effects like partial shading
of a cell or a module are difficult to include, as the mode describes only the power output and no detailed current
voltage characteristics.
The Sandia PV Array Performance Model (SAPM) is also an empirical model, but it does not only describe the
power but is based on the current-voltage (IV) curve [73]. In addition to the widely-used characteristic points on the
IV curve ((0,Jsc), (Vmpp, Jmpp),(Voc,0)), SAPM parameterizes the electrical behaviour by using two more points on the
IV curve to improve the representation of the shape of the IV curve. The large amount of parameters in the SAPM
allows for a good description at various operating conditions but not for a direct insight into the physical properties
of a PV system, as the parameters do not necessarily have a physical meaning.
A different empirical approach is followed in the loss factors model (LFM) [74], where five physically significant and
independent normalized loss factors are considered. Together with the parameters for irradiance, spectral mismatch
and temperature, these five loss factors for Isc, Rs, Rp, FF and Voc determine the electrical output of the module. As
the loss factors have physical meanings, the method allows quick identification of unusual performance patterns
and can give insightful information during operation of a BIPV system.

2.6.3.2

Equivalent circuit models

The use of equivalent circuit models is also wide-spread in PV simulation tools. In these models, the electric
behaviour of a PV device is represented by an equivalent circuit consisting of one or more diodes, series and shunt
resistance. Thus, the complete IV-curve of a PV device can be modelled, not only characteristic points as in the
SAPM or loss factor model described above. The simplest version would be the ideal single diode model with only
three parameters: photocurrent Ipv, saturation current I0 and ideality factor a. However, the practical relevance of
the ideal single diode model is low, as at least an additional series resistance has to be considered to describe a
real device. Therefore, the single diode Rs-model, also known as 4-parameter model, has been introduced [75].
Adding also a parallel shunt resistance leads to the single diode Rp-model, also known as five parameter model
(e.g. [76]). All single diode models inherently neglect the recombination losses in the depletion region. These can
be included by extending the equivalent circuit by an additional diode leading to the two-diode model with two
additional parameters: saturation current I02 and ideality factor a2 of the second diode. With these 7 parameters,
the two-diode model gets computationally demanding, but also results in a high accuracy especially at low irradiance
conditions. For all equivalent circuit models, a precise extraction of the parameters from typically available data
sheet information or IV measurements can be challenges and a lot of algorithms have been presented. A good
overview about equivalent circuit models and corresponding algorithms can be found in [77]. A comparison of both,
empirical models and a diode model, is presented in [78].

2.6.3.3

Complete BIPV simulations

A complete BIPV simulation requires not only an electrical model of the PV, but also prior steps like irradiance
calculations (Section 2.6.1), thermal modelling of the PV devices and subsequent steps like DC-AC conversion.
Especially the calculation of irradiance can be challenging, as irradiance data of high spatial resolution on each
solar cell of the BIPV system are required. As the geometry of the building skin and its surroundings is usually
complex, simple view factor methods widely used for simple PV plant configurations cannot be used. Detailed, timeresolved shading analysis is required. There are several tools on the market that partly can fulfil this requirement,
mainly 3D CAD programs like for example ArchiCAD, SketchUp, Autodesk Revit or specialized PV simulation tools
like for example PVsyst or PV*Sol. A good overview of available tools can be found in [79]. However, all of these
tools have certain restrictions and none combines all relevant BIPV simulation steps: detailed irradiance calculation
(1), temperature calculations of PV cells (2), electrical DC behaviour (3) and DC-AC conversion (4). In [80], such a
detailed model combining all these steps has been presented and validated. Further descriptions, application
examples and possible connections to Building Information Modelling of this tool suite can be found in [81]. For the
calculation of the time-dependent irradiance on each individual solar cell of a BIPV system, the ray tracing tool
RADIANCE is used. For the calculation of the temperature of all PV cells, different models are available [82]. The
electrical cell behaviour is described by an equivalent circuit models. Due to accuracy, usually the two-diode model
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is used. Finally, the DC-AC conversion is considered by a parameterized inverter model based on the data sheet
specifications of the inverter. Thus, a very detailed simulation of the performance of a BIPV system, especially also
for complex building geometries, customized BIPV modules and complex electric circuit designs, can be performed.
The simplest complete BIPV simulation is to estimate the irradiance on the BIPV per year and to multiply it with the
average efficiency and an additional factor which accounts for the losses e.g. of partial shading.

2.6.4 Combined models
Combined models are models allowing to describe multiple physical domains simultaneously. They are typically
less explicit than domain specific models but can in cases where the simulation output does not need detailed
output on all parameters, be simpler to use. They include equations for all relevant physical properties, from optical
to electric to thermal calculations. They are therefore also called “multi-physic” models. Detailed models can
combine multiple models of which the sub-parts may vary in terms of complexity. This is typically not an issue as
long as the simplifications used do not significantly change the results.

2.6.4.1

Combined empiric models

Many components of a technical building plant could theoretically be integrated into BISEs. For some technologies,
this may be beneficial for example because of increased prefabrication and less disturbance of the people within
the building in retrofitting projects.
The variables of one component are often connected to each other. For example, a pump can reach its maximum
pressure increase when there is no mass flow and its maximum mass flow when there is no pressure difference.
Therefore, equations are often used in order to approximate the dependency of one variable on another one. Such
curves can also be used to dimension the technical building plant. Since many variables depend on more than one
variable, multidimensional equations are also being used, such as the pressure increase of a pump depending on
the mass flow and of the operation mode of the pump.
If the pump is part of a heat pump which is integrated into the building envelope, a detailed model is used for this
heat pump. A simpler approach is uses the Coefficient of Performance (COP) of a heat pump which is the ratio of
the delivered heat and the needed electricity. If this is measured for several temperatures of the heat source and of
the heat sink, the COP can be interpolated during dynamic simulations between those values and the electricity
demand can be calculated depending on heat demand at that time.
In some cases, models for technical building plant need to be adapted for building-integrated solutions. If for
example a solar thermal collector is integrated into the building envelope, it can be analysed if models which are
used for not integrated solar thermal collectors can be used to model the building integrated ones.
The standard model for solar thermal collectors [83] does not involve the temperature or the heat flux towards the
building interior. Therefore it turned out not to be accurate even if it is slightly improved [84]. More research finally
led to new equations [31], which are based on the standard model and its parameters, but modify them in order to
approximate the true solar thermal performance as well as the true heat flux through this BISE.

2.6.4.2

U values

The thermal transmittance of an BISE characterized by a U value (W/m2K) includes the heat transfer from the
exterior to the surface of the BISE, through the BISE and from the interior surface of the BISE to the interior. It is
determined experimentally for defined, static conditions and combines conduction, convection and radiative heat
transfer and can be considered as an effective conductance between the ambient temperature and the room
temperature. The concept of the U value is implemented in many simulation tools by extrapolation, despite it being
valid only for specific conditions, possibly leading may lead to errors in heat transfer calculations. Additionally, it is
important to note that U values do not account for thermal capacities and if those have a significant effect on the
system modelled, the BISE model should include a thermal network which will account for them.

2.6.4.3

g values

In order to add the effects of solar irradiance to mere U value calculations for non-opaque components, the g value
also known as “solar factor”, “solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC)” or “total solar energy transmittance” was
introduced. It quantifies the fraction of irradiance reaching the interior as a combination of the optical solar
transmission and the fraction of absorbed irradiance flowing to the interior of the building and is, just like the U-
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value, determined experimentally. Furthermore, the g value is often angle-dependent and is often simplified as
being constant although it isn't necessarily the case.
When modelling BISEs, different methods can be used to overcome the issue of variable g values and unless the
true g values are known for all cases by measurement [85] or by simulation, a simple [86] or detailed model is
necessary for an accurate calculation. This may be especially relevant for BISEs which harvest and transform
energy building envelope. Such a situation is described in [30] where the study a solar thermal facade collector
showed that the g value is not a constant, and in cases where energy is extracted from - or supplied to - the BISE
on top of the optical and thermal exchange with the ambient and the interior.
Simpler models consist in simplifying the g value (for example in the case of a glazing with venetian blinds for a
certain location, orientation and control) and calculate an effective g value for which the g values of each time step
are weighted by the irradiance at this time step [43,87]. In other cases, a variable g value can be implemented using
a black-box model such as was done in [88] where separate g values were determined for different directions of
the irradiance and different positions of venetian blinds.

2.7 BISE modelling in case studies
Keeping the overview of modelling strategies of Section 3 in mind, this Section presents four examples of how
modelling and simulation has been used to address specific questions in the research and development process of
BISE systems. The objective of these case studies is to illustrate how appropriate modelling methods can be
matched to BISE characteristics and specific needs in different project phases.

2.7.1 ZigZagSolar
BISE description:
ZigZagSolar (Figure 4) is an energy harvesting façade system that uses reflectors to increase the amount of
irradiance that reaches the upwards tilted building-integrated PV modules [89]. From street level, only the reflectors
are visible. This gives much flexibility for architectural design optimization of PV modules in vertical facades.

Figure 4. Close-up of full-scale ZigZagSolar demonstrator at SolarBEAT test site, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Purpose of the simulation:
To quantify the amount of electric energy that is produced by the façade system for different climates and façade
orientations. The ZigZagSolar façade system is customizable, and therefore it is of interest to investigate which
combinations of reflector and collector angles maximize the performance for different situations.
Modelling requirements:
Detailed treatment of solar irradiance is necessary for accurate predictions of the performance ZigZagSolar façades.
Three different ways in which irradiance reaches the PV modules need to be included in the model: (i) beam
irradiance (direct sunlight) including the effect of (partial) self-shading from other modules, (ii) diffuse irradiance,
considering correct treatment of hemisphere shielding because the PV modules only see a part of the sky dome,
and (iii) reflected radiation from the reflectors onto the PV modules. Especially this third aspect represents a
difference with respect to modelling and simulation of common BIPV systems, as it should include multiple bounces
of both specular and diffuse reflectance [90]. A three-dimensional model that respects the geometry of the system
and takes the occurring non-uniform irradiance distribution into account is necessary to predict the salient features
of this BISE technology [91].
Simulation strategy:
To satisfy the abovementioned requirements, a dynamic ray-tracing-based simulation model was developed using
the software Daysim [92]. The approach was inspired by the work presented in [93]. Inhomogeneity of solar
irradiance plays an important role in determining the performance of ZigZagSolar. A 2D grid of irradiance sensor
points (distance 5 x 5 cm) was therefore modeled in the plane of the receiver. It was found that both average
irradiance and irradiance at the mid-point of the receiver are not suitable as performance indicator, because these
metrics do not capture the inhomogeneous irradiance effect. In the post-processing phase, the lowest light
assumption approach was used to evaluate the performance of ZigZagSolar. This approach assumes that the grid
point that receives the lowest irradiance values determines the electrical output of the corresponding module. Based
on this approach, it could be identified that an electrical configuration with two parallel strings (i.e. one upper row
and one lower row) would be able to mitigate the impact of partial self-shading and can significantly increase the
electrical yield of the ZigZagSolar facade system.
Main finding:
It was found that the method of average illuminance is too simple for this case and that ray-tracing is necessary to
capture the complexities of combined reflector-collector systems such as ZigZagSolar. A split-pane configuration
with two parallel PV strings can boost the performance of ZigZagSolar. The results from the study further showed
that more modules can be packed per m 2 of façade surface, because in using this split pane approach, partialshading reduces the PV performance less. This effect could not have been observed if a too simple model would
have been used.

2.7.2 Dynamic insulation
BISE description:
Active Insulation (Figure 5) is an air-based, closed-loop dynamic insulation system (Figure [94]). When the interior
fans are switched off, the system acts as a passive insulation layer. When the fans are switched on, the thermal
insulation gets short-circuited, thereby promoting heat transfer between inside and outside. This mechanism can
be used to reduce indoor overheating through pre-cooling in summer nights. On sunny winter days, the system acts
as heat exchanger, bringing in solar thermal energy from outside to inside
Purpose of the simulation:
To quantify the energy and comfort performance of this innovative BISE, and to identify directions for improvement
from whole-building perspective.
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Modelling requirements.
To be able to obtain a realistic representation of the Active Insulation system, there is a need to model controllable
dynamic thermo-physical properties of the building envelope. Thermal storage effects inside the slab need to be
taken into account in an appropriate way [95]. Flexibility in user-defined control strategies is a very useful feature,
and there is a need to evaluate thermal comfort conditions at the whole building level.

Figure 5. Schematic working principle of Active Insulation.
Simulation strategy:
In most software tools, it is very challenging to model the performance of this system. Especially, in programs that
use the conduction transfer function method, this is not possible according to the requirements presented above.
EnergyPlus does, however, does appear to offer some options, including the features: “Movable Insulation Actuator”
and “Surface Construction State Actuator” [3]. Coupling to the so-called Energy Management System (EMS) in
EnergyPlus is necessary to achieve flexibility in façade control strategies. The Movable Insulation Actuator only
works with schedules; not with other user-configurable control strategies or EMS and does therefore not meet the
requirements. SurfaceConstructionStateActuator can only work if the assigned constructions (in the state with low
and high thermal resistance) have similar thermal storage capacities, otherwise it leads to errors in the nodal
placement scheme of the transient conduction model. This model therefore lacks flexibility to test different
configurations and is therefore also not suited in the present case. An alternative was found, by modelling Active
Insulation as an adapted version of the Ventilated Slab model in EnergyPlus [96]. Using this approach, the air
transport, and the heat transfer that ensues from it, is effectively modelled within the building envelope.
Comparisons with simulations using the ISO 8990 hot-box method approach indeed show the capability of this
adapted Ventilated Slab model to predict the adaptable thermal insulation behaviour of Active Insulation.
Main finding:
Simulation results show that using a dynamic U-value approach (i.e. neglecting thermal mass in the construction)
would not resemble the physical behaviour of this BISE at the desired level of accuracy. Using an adapted version
of the Ventilated Slab model in EnergyPlus it is possible to predict the performance of Active Insulation according
to the modelling requirements

2.7.3 Semi-transparent Solar Thermal Facade
BISE description:
Fully glazed facades of high-rise buildings often lead to large solar gains. Semitransparent solar thermal facade
collectors provide visual contact to the exterior as well as solar control and renewable heat [97]. Compared to a
triple glazing without shading system, a semitransparent absorber is needed in addition as presented in Figure 6.
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Purpose of the simulation:
To quantify the annual energy savings of a high-rise building equipped with this new technology.

Figure 6. Photo of a demonstration installation at ZAG in Slovenia (left, [16]) and a schematic drawing of the
technology.
Modelling requirements:
The solar transmission of the semi-transparent absorber depends on the direction of the irradiance. Therefore not
only the direct irradiance was treated in detail in [30], but also the diffuse irradiance was treated separately for 235
different directions. The effective solar absorptance of each layer (exterior glass pane, semi-transparent absorber,
centre glass pane, interior glass pane) and the solar transmittance of the whole solar thermal facade was calculated
based on angle-dependent and spectrally resolved measurements of the transmittance and reflectance of the
individual layers. The spectral resolution was chosen because the different layers have different spectral behaviour.
The four-flux model was chosen because spectrally resolved photo goniometer measurements together ray tracing
simulations would have been much more expensive. Ray tracing could better account for radiation which is reflected
specular by the slats of the absorber. However, the reflectance is only about 0.05 and the transmittance of the
exterior glass pane is high. Therefore, the improvement by ray tracing would be very small compared to the
necessary effort.
The thermal model used fixed external and internal heat transfer coefficients according to EN 410 [59], but a detailed
physical model with separate calculation of the infrared heat exchange and the convective heat exchange. The
latter was simulated by CFD simulations for many cases and the entire model was validated by calorimetric
measurements of a facade collector sample [98].
Simulation strategy:
The model of this solar thermal facade was implemented as a new Type within the TRNSYS simulation environment
[99], because it offers a good building model and many validated models to simulate the technical building plant. A
way was developed to integrate the model into the building envelope of TRNSYS buildings [30]. The BISE model
was programmed in C, so that it can be implemented also in other simulation environments if needed. While the
modelling was done by a research institute, the model was then handed over to planner of technical building
services of high-rise buildings [100]. The planner then simulated the building together with the technical building
plant and the BISE. The strategy was that the simulation model can be detailed, as long as it is easy to use [101].
In order to check if similar BISE can be modelled simpler, but still accurate, a simple model of this special BISE was
developed. It uses an angle-dependency according to [53], but an efficiency curve for solar thermal collectors
according to [83], although the heat losses of this facade collector also depend on the temperature of the building
interior. A constant U value and secondary heat gain factor is used to calculate the heat flux to the building interior,
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although this heat flux also depends on the operation of the collector. One solar transmittance was determined for
direct irradiance and diffuse irradiance from the sky and one solar transmittance for irradiance from the ground.
This includes that the transmittance from the ground is higher due to the slats in the absorber but neglects the
direction of the direct irradiance.
The detailed model was then used in order to generate the parameters of the simple model.
The comparison [102] shows that the simple model provides similar annual sums of the heating and cooling demand
and solar thermal performance. However, these values differ significantly at the certain times because of the
simplifications of the simple model. The simple model can therefore only be recommended for first approximations
and not to plan the technical building plant.
Main finding:
Figure 7 presents three of the four most important results of this BISE model. Compared to a fully glazed facade,
the semi-transparent solar thermal facade collector in the spandrel area can provide significant primary energy
savings which could even be increased from 7 to 11 kWh per square meter of floor area by improving the design of
the first test models [98]. When the building mass is used, then a technical building plant which includes for example
20% of the south, east and west facade can cover about 20% of the heating and cooling demand [102].

Figure 7. Schematic drawing of the results of the simulation of the primary energy demand of a fully glazed building
(left), a glazed facade with semi-transparent solar thermal facade collectors in the spandrel area (centre)
and a glazed facade with an opaque spandrel area (right).

2.7.4 Fix louvre-blade shading system with integrated PV
BISE description:
The system is a fixed louvre-blade shading device with integrated thin-film photovoltaic on the blades. This system
enables the building to manage solar gains while at the same time making use of the “undesirable” part of solar
radiation impinging on the shading device. The angle and count of blades is designed to best balance daylight levels
in the room, heating and cooling demand as well as solar energy conversion.
Purpose of the simulation:
The aim of the simulation was to develop a methodology using parametric analysis and optimization algorithms to
find optimal configurations of fixed shading systems - with regard to blade count and tilt angle – in a Norwegian
climate and aimed at balancing competing parameters such as daylight availability, PV conversion and energy
demand of the studied space.
Modelling requirements:
The geometry of the louvres, including distribution and tilt angle, is carried out using the algorithmic modelling plugin Grasshopper [103] and is connected to the rest of the building body designed in Rhino v5 [104]. The case study
used is the Best-test case 600 as seen in Figure 8. The methodology developed in this study requires that the
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definition of the louvre-blades in Grasshopper be done twice because the optimization process is too
computationally intensive to run with same initial definition. The first part of the simulation work is an extensive
parametric analysis investigating 52 different configurations and consists in running highly detailed dynamic solar
radiation and daylighting simulations using the Radiance based plug-in Diva for Rhino [105] (backwards ray tracing).
The second analysis, i.e. the optimization process, is performed with the Hyper-volume reduction algorithm Octopus
[106], and uses simplified rtrace (number of ambient bounces) and geometry parameters for the room to keep the
simulation run cost-effective. Once the first optimization run is carried out (yielding 200 solutions), the 8 most
promising optimized configurations are then re-run with the complete geometry of the room and original rtrace
settings. The advantage of developing two different definitions is to be able to perform an optimization with a minimal
computation- and simulation timeframe, and then re-run the best performing cases in a more detailed simulation.
a)

b)

Figure 8. a) The original building geometry from the Best Test case 600 is an 8x6 meter room with two 3x2 meter
windows facing southwards. b) Louvre-blade geometry and tilt angle illustration.
Simulation strategy:
The strategy followed consisted in finding the most promising configurations of the system through the initial
parametric analysis, and then applying an optimization process to further investigate these limited cases. The input
used in the parametric analysis were the number of louvre blades in the system (ranging from 10 to 22 blades) and
their homogenous tilt angle (0, 15, 30 or 45 degree from the horizontal). The outputs selected for the study were
the useful daylight illuminance (UDI), daylight autonomy (DA), continuous daylight autonomy (cDA) and solar
radiation potential impinging on the louvre blades (SRP). The optimization process in Octopus is a multi-objective
process focusing on maximizing the cDA and SRP, and hence produces a range of optimized trade-off solutions.
Starting from the initial fixed system the optimization allows each louvre-blade up and down the z-axis within
calculated ranges that avoid the louvres to overlap. The other parameter for the optimization was individual louvre
tilt adjustment. This was done within the same limitations as before, with tilt angles of 0, 15, 30 and 45 degrees.
The best trade-offs between the objectives produce a set of possible optimum solutions that ideally reach from one
extreme to the other. The results from the optimization are presented graphically as a Pareto front, where each
cube represents one scenario (Figure 9). Opaque cubes indicate the non-dominated Pareto-front, transparent
cubes are dominated solutions that still belong to the Elite. Transparent yellow cubes represent elite solutions from
previous generations (history), where the more transparent ones are the earliest results.

Figure 9. Pareto front analysis for a configuration with 16 louvre-blades (left) and the 8 selected options outlined
(right).
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2.8 Summary of modelling approaches used in the case studies
Table 1 presents an overview of the four described cases and the levels of detail that were chosen for in the different
domains. Apart from the model of the building integrated solar envelope, the simulation environment needs to fit for
the purpose, too. There are countless simulation environments and building models which can be used to calculate
the energy demand of a building. Some are discussed within [107].
The simplest approach is to assume a constant temperature of the building interior and internal heat transfer
coefficient. A building model with five thermal resistances and one thermal capacity is presented by [108]. There
are simulation tools with graphical user interfaces (GUI) that make it easy to perform the calculations required by
the legislation or to simulate certain technologies and often used technical building plants. There are planning
support tools based on spreadsheets such as [109] and very detailed simulation environments, where additional
modules can be programmed and added such as [99,110–112]. Some are open source projects like [112], many
have their source codes closed and some have a mixture between open source elements and closed source parts.
The detailed simulation environments can also offer functions like calculating the thermal comfort or easy coupling
with other software such as CFD.
For each simulation environment, a way needs to be developed how to connect the BISE model with the models of
the building and of the technical building plant where necessary. For example, [113] developed a way to connect
an BISE model to the closed source building model of [99] which can now be used by other BISE models, too. Other
approaches were presented by [114,115]. Sometimes not even a new BISE model needs to be programmed, but
available functions such as zones in the building model can be used to model the BISE [116].
It is also important to check which parts of a simulation are coupled and which can be performed separately, in
order to save computing time. This particularly affects the control. A simple control needs only inputs which are
available also when the simulation is decoupled into several parts. A detailed control may require inputs which
prevent the simulation to be split up into simpler parts. For example, a solar control system can be controlled simply
by the irradiance on the system which is easily available in many simulation environments. In this case, the optical
simulation can often be decoupled from the thermal building simulation. The optical simulation is then performed
only once for each location and orientation and only its results are needed. This saves much time when many
thermal building simulations need to be performed. However, if the temperature of the building interior is a
necessary input for the control of the solar control, this coupling increases the computational effort.
Sometimes, simpler models as the ones available in one simulation environment can be used for parts of technical
building plants. For example for [100], a large part of the technical building plant was not modelled in TRNSYS, but
in MATLAB to speed up the simulations. Other forms of co-simulations couple entire detailed simulation
environments in order to profit from the best functions of both simulation environments [117–121].
Often, one simulation environment is preferred in the current case while another simulation environment may be
required in the next case. For this, the concept of multi-environment models was developed [122] in order to make
the same code available in many simulation environments. The code is compiled to machine-code and then linked
to a wrapper in the targeted simulation environment. As this is much closer to the hardware than most cosimulations, it can reach the computing times of BISE models that were programmed natively in the preferred
programming language of the targeted simulation environments. Therefore, this approach is recommended for BISE
companies aiming at cost-effective processes [86].
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Table 1. Overview of the level of details of the sub models that were used in the case studies.
Modelling approach description/
Detail scale of the simulation

Case study

Type
of
BISE
syste
m

BIPV

ZigZagSola
r

Adva
nced
opaq
ue
wall
comp
onent
Dynamic
insulation

BIST

Semitransparent
Solar
Thermal
Facade

Fix louvreblade
system
with
integrated

BIPV

Purpose of the
simulation

Quantifying
the amount of
electric energy
which can be
sold to the grid
depending on
the design of
the facade, its
orientation
and
the
climate

Level
of
detail
for
solar/o
ptical
model

***

To quantify the
energy
and
comfort
performance
of
this
innovative
BISE, and to
identify
directions for
improvement
from
wholebuilding
perspective

To quantify the
annual energy
savings of a
high-rise
buildings
using
the
system

To develop a
design
methodology
for fix shading
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Level
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***

*
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mode
l
***
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ed
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l

**

Notes about the
simulation

Daysim

Self-shading is an
issue with PV
systems. In this
case, a detailed
model
was
necessary
to
correctly evaluate
the
impact
of
shading on the
system
performance.

EnergyPlus

Control strategies
for
components
with
variable
thermo-physical
parameters
are
not
straightforward.
An
approach with a
variable U value
was used here but
proven
insufficiently
detailed
to
correctly
model
the characteristics
of the system.

TRNSYS

The
detailed
simulation
was
used to check
whether
a
simplified model
can be used for
future simulations.

**

NA
***
detaile
d
model

Software
used

*

*

*
simplifi
ed
model

Level
of
detail
contr
ol
strate
gy

*

**
both
mode
ls

NA

IDA
ice,
Rhinoceros
(with plugins
Grasshopp
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photovoltai
cs

systems with
integrated PV

er
and
DIVA)

* simple model ; ** intermediate model ; *** advanced model
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Conclusions and outlook
In order to accurately and efficiently predict the performance of BISE systems, it is crucial that users develop suitable
modelling approaches and implement relevant simulation strategies. Thus, they must show careful consideration
when matching the purpose of the simulation to its outputs, as well as make sure that the level of resolution of the
input required for the model is in line with the information available about the system. Applying the fit for purpose
approach in the context of BISE allows users to build on a clear framework and guides them in their choice of submodels with the necessary resolution. With this approach in mind, this paper has provided simulation users with an
overview of typical sub-models, relevant for BISE systems, and organized by the physical domain they describe
with decreasing level of complexity within it. As the main challenge is to choose the right combination of sub-models,
experienced simulation users explained through detailed case studies the modelling approach and the combination
of sub-models used to predict the performance of the systems as part of the simulation strategy. The structure of
these case studies corresponds to the recommended fit for purpose approach and illustrates how to apply it to BISE
systems in practice.
The performance of BISE systems may also further be impacted by occupant behaviour and control strategies,
some of which may require smart combinations of existing software. These parameters should also be included in
the much broader scope of the fit for purpose approach. Other elements may also be relevant to different categories
of simulation users such as cost-effectiveness of the modelling approach or how easily it can be used in earl design
phases. Manufacturers could offer models of their BISE to their customers compatible in several simulation
environments, because a large variety of simulation environments is used by planners. Models which adapt their
accuracy depending on the available input and necessary output could reduce the barrier of switching between
different models and software [101]. In the future, experts could provide specific functions as machine-code, which
can be detailed and accurate without disclosing confidential details. The machine-code functions of several experts
could then be combined to a fast and cost-effective BISE model [122]. In these ways, the modelling of BISE can
contribute to reduce the overall costs of BISE and to optimize systems including BISE so that the good BISE
technologies can develop to their full economic and ecologic potential.
It is planned to submit this review in an extended version to a scientific journal.
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